Abstract
Introduction
When building 3D models of rcal world objccts from multiple range images, the range images m s t be properly positioned and oriented within a common coordinate frame before they can be merged into a coherent CAD description. This process, called registration, is often accomplished using a method such as the iterative closest point algorithm, or a related method [3, 6, 15, 11, 7 , 5, 13, 91. These algorithms operate on two range images, and search for the rigid translation that best maps one view into another using the distance between the two surfaces as the error metric.
Rcgistration of morc than two vicws is somcwhat more difficult. Chcn and Medioni incremen tally register vicws and add thcm to a growing global set [(i] . Bcrgcvin et al. place all of thc vicws into a global frame of reference, and thcn repeatcdly select a view and registcr it against all others [a] . Blais and Levine use simulated anncaling to minimize the total positional distances between views over all transformations of all views [4] . Stoddart et al. find pairwise correspondences between points in all views and then iteratively solve for the set of transformations that minimize correspondence errors [14] . The method of Eggert et al. improves on this technique, adding special processing for boundary points and a multiresolution framework [8] . LU and Milios simultaneously find the position and orientation of all frames from the measured motion between frames and their associated covariances [lo] . They solve the problem in closed form using a linearization of the rotational components.
W e agree with Lu and Milios that a global error distribution procedure should operate in the space of coordinate frames, or frame space, where errors are measured in terms of relative rotations and translations of coordinate frames. Frame space error distribution may be considered the upper level of the hierarchy, responsible for accumulated global misalignm eii, while the lower level registration algorithms are responsible for misalignment between neighboring views. Unlike direct extensions to pairwise registration, which can only distribute error to neighboring views, a frame space solution can distribute accumulated registration error immediately, directly and proportionally to all view frames. This makes frame space error distribution practical for problems that do not start close to the desired solution. Unlike multiview registration methods based on simultaneous optimization of point correspondence in all views, the frame space method does not require a high dimensional search over an expensive cost function. Therefore it can be used to perform a fast, globally consistent multiview registration over hundreds of views.
In addition, we believe that the frame space approach may offer some insight into related high dimen- sioiial sensing problems, including m ultiview two dimensional image registration, structure from motion, and multiscnsor fusioii. The key idea is that by decomposing overlapping sensor data into a graph structure, it may lie possible to construct fusion algorithms for tlie constituent cycles in their native non-linear spaces, such as rotational or perspective spaces, and combine tlie cycle solutioiis into a total solution.
2 Frame Alignment of a Cycle W e first consider error distributioii among frames that are arranged in a ring topology This topology can lie used for registration of an object that has been rota1,ed 011 a turntable, or for a mobile mapping robot that follows tlie interior walls of a room. In addition, the results from this section will be used in the analysis of tlie general case.
Cap1 that niiiiinii zes the mean squared error in frame space between the estimate and measurement. 
Rotational Error Distribution
For any change in rotation between a pair of frames, we can translate to realign its origin. This effectively decouples the rotation and translation problem allowing us to analyze rotation and translation separately. W e therefore seek rotation estimates that minimi ze the sum of squared angular error between the estimates and the measurements. Angular error between two rotations A and B is defined as the angle of the rotation that brings A into alignment with B. That is, err
Our strategy is first to find the total error about the cycle, and then to portion out this error equally between all of the relative rotations. W e define the matrix E k -l , k to be the rotation such that That is, the rotation matrix E k -1 , k fixes the error about the cycle that occurs when starting at frame k and composing the measuremen t rotation about the cycle back to frame k .
Lemma 1 For a n y k ,
Proof:
Before proceeding, we state a result from linear algebra which will be used in the derivations.
Lemma 2 Let A and B be two rotation matrices. Then L A B = L B A .
We now begin portioning out the error. To represent fractional portioiis of the total error, we define E; , : : , to be the rotation matrix that shares the same axis of rotation as E k , k + l , but the angle of rotation has been scaled by a . That is, = exp {a In E k , k + l } , and = E k , k +~-Lemma 3 For any k and for any scalar a ,
Proof: W e first establish t,he relationship betveen axes of rotations for neighboring error matrices. Let.
x be the axis of rotation for R k + l , k + a . . . R k , k + l , and
Since y is the axis of rotation for R k , k + l . . . R k -l , k , it is also the axis of rotation for E k -l , k and Let A = R k + l , k + z . . . R k -l , k E , < Y < , R k , k + l , and observe that x is the axis of rotation of A.
Using lemma 2, we find the angle ofA.
Comparing angles and axes of rotation, we find that either A-' = E<1-"> k -l , k , or A-' = (E::;,:>)-' = Ej?<:> must hold true. If the latter statement holds, then it can be shown that E ; ! ; , : ' = R~,~+ , E , < _ " { , R k , k + l , from which we conclude that a = 1. Hence, for a # 1, it must be that A-' = <l-CY> E k 4 , k ' We may now prove the lemma. Since Based on lemma 3, it would seein to be that our best estimate is therefore This estimate is both correct, in the sense that it commutes to identity-about the cycle, and optimal in the sense of minimi zing mean squared error with respect to the measurements. These claims are verified in the next two propositions.
The error matrices commute with the measurements by changing subscripts.
Proposition 2 (Optimali ty) Let k k , k + l = R~,~+ I E~,~+~ , and let R~J , . . .
, R n , l be any se-
quence of rotations such that R~J . . , Rn,l = I. Then,
Proof:
that Ck L R k , k + l R ; , i + , 2 LR. Therefore since LRk,k+lRF,k+l = : L R for all k , it must minimize the sum of squared error.
Translational Error Distribution
Let LIS suppose for now that we have adjusted the rotations between frames as described in the previous sectioii. Using Equation 1, we see that points in frame k get shifted as we compose rotations and translations about the cycle. W e seek estimates i k , k t l that will transforin the points p k back into p k . The constraint on tliese 2 is given as Pk = f i , k , k + l ( R k f l , k + 2 ( . . The penalty [unction is the squared distance between the new frame origin t"k,k+l and the measured frame origin t k , k + l . This is a quadratic minimization problem with linear constraints, and is solvable in closed form using Lagrange multipliers.
Frame Alignment of a Graph
lVe have shown how to find the optimal relative rotations and translations which satisfy the consistency constraint about a cycle, and we now begin to consider the more general case, where we have a finite number of vicws (nodes) which may be connected pairwise (edges) into a graph structure. Our goal is to satisfy the consistency constraint about all circuits while minimizing frame space error. In general, deciding which views inay be connected in the graph is difficult; we assume Ihat the graph structure has already been determined using prior knowledge, odometry , or operator assistance. Furthermore, we limit our attention to finite, coiinected, and simple graphs (i.e. having neither loops nor parallel edges), for which each edge lies within a l least one cycle. Graphs that are not connected inay be processed component by component, and edges that do not lie within any cycle may be given eslimates equal to their initial measuremen ts.
Rotational Error Distribution
Our method for distributing the rotation error about a graph is quite simple. W e first choose a set of cycles t1ia.t form a cycle basis, and we then distribute the error about each cycle independently, generating one or more estimates for each edge. These estimates are then averaged. Because of this averaging, the rotation estimates are not consistent. However, the inconsistency is reduced each time this process is repeated.
W e define a circuit as a closed path that m y contain repeated edges, and an cycle as a closed path that contains neither repeated edges nor repeated nodes. From graph theory we find that any circuit in a graph can be described using a linear combination of basis cycles in the edge space of the graph. A set of basis cycles can be found by create a spanning tree 7 of the graph, and selecting the set of cycles formed when each of the remaining edges is added to 7 [l] . It is not sufficient, however, that any circuit be made from a linear combination of cycles, because of the non-commutivity of rotations. Nevertheless, it is true that if the basis cycles are consistent, then all circuits are consistent. To sketch the proof, we define node contractzon and node ezpanszon as the deletion and insertion of a node into a circuit, and czrcuzt contractzon and czrctrzt expanszon as the deletion and insertion of a consistent circuit into another circuit. Each of the above operations preserves the consistency of a circuit. Now consider as the base case a graph that is a spanning tree. All circuits in the graph are node expansions of a single point and therefore consistent. Proceed inductively, adding the edge ab t o a graph that is consistent about all circuits. Any new circuit containing ab is, through a sequence of expansions and contractions, equivalent to a circuit that is a sequence of paths ending in either ab or ba. Circuits of this form can be circuit expanded with the unique basis cycle that contains ab, and contracted down to a circuit which does not contain ab and is therefore consistent.
Suppose each edge has a measurement of R, and we give it a new estimate R which is the rotation average of estimates RI, . . . , R, [la] . Because the averaging minimizes deviation from the estimates, the sum deviation o \er all cycles induced by R must be less than the deviation induced by R. Furthermore, the edges that are not in the spanning tree now contribute zero deviation.
We now discuss convergence. Hence, the deviation is reduced by at least a fixed percentage per iteration, and the the sum deviation from identity about all cycles in the graph monotonically decreases.
It appears that the convergence may be quite rapid in practice. For the non-planar graph shown in Fig.  4 , we assigned uniform random rotation measuremen ts to each edge, constructed a cycle basis using the shown spanning tree, and iteratively solved for the rotation estimates as described in Section 3.1. Rotation averages were approximated using the unit quaternion average. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . The upper plot shows absolute deviation from identity about each of the six cycles for the first 15 iterations, the middle plot shows the sum of absolute deviation over all six cycles, and the bottom plot shows the sum of absolute deviation over all 33 cycles in the graph. Note that some cycles within the graph may temporarily see increased deviation from neighboring cycles, but the total deviation decreases monotonically. A Matlab implemen taticn on a Pentium I11 computer converges to less than 0.005 degrees total deviance from identity across all cycles in 50 to 100 iterations taking 1 to 3 seconds.
Translational Error Distribution
Again, we find that translation is easily solved when given the rotations. Given a collection of measurements ( t l , . . . , tn), we seek estimates (il, . . . ] in) such that the sum of the translations around each cycle is zero. That is, we try to minimke (ti -i i ) 2 with respect to the constraints imposed by the graphs. For a set of j cycles, each cycle i containing i k edges, we obtain a set o f j constraint equations with linear terms M as described in Equation 3. This is a quadratic minimization problem with linear constraints. which we solve in closed form.
Toward Multiview Registration
The global error distribution method described in the previous sections can used to provide feedback to a pairwise registration algorithm. For example the following algorithm alternates between a pairwise search phase and a global regularization phase. We believe that the error distribution stage has a beneficial effect on subsequent pairwise registration. View pairs with distinctive features will repeatedly converge to the same, unique minimum, while degenerate view pairs with many indistinguishable local minima absorb the global error. However, many improvements are required to shape this idea into a complete algorithm, including a method for constructing the initial grapli of view pairs, weighted error distribution, outlier detection, and guaranteed convergence. Nevertheless, our early experiments on synthetic data suggest ihat this algorithm performs well and will be used as a startiiig point for further investigation.
Suiiiinary
The .error regularization method described in this paper distributes pairwise error accumulated over multiple views back to those views in a fair manner. It is simple and general; it may be used together with any kind of pairwise registration algorithm and does not require registration within a global frame. Since the optimization is in frame space rather than in total clista lice of pointwise correspondences, large scale registration problems involving hundreds of reference frames are possible. Furthermore, since it is a global method, accuni ulated error is distributed to all frames, rather than just to neighboring frames. Our future work is to strengthen the correctness and optimality result for rotational error distribution to general graphs, a i d investigate its application to multiview registration.
